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Principles of Agreement for the Elders of McLean Bible Church. 

Based on recent events at McLean Bible Church, Vienna, Virginia, (MBC) in June, July and August 

2021 and general member, attendees of MBC actions and statements and responses and statements by 

others in the Universal Christian church in response to the actions and statements made by some pastors 

of MBC has resulted in disharmony at MBC, loss of membership and funds.1  These consequences in turn 

have resulted in a diminution of the MBC witness of the true Gospel to the culture and society MBC re-

sides in at a minimum, but for some there is the belief that there has be heresy taught, lies spoken, wicked 

statements made and violation of the MBC constitution. 

Since the elders of MBC according to its constitution are the final authority in everything MBC 

teaches and does and the hiring and firing of all staff and the use of all funds collected by MBC, their col-

lective responses to the principles/ statements in this document will accomplish the following results.2 

1. The first result is the Elders of MBC can produce clarity and ease of understanding for the members, prospective 

members, attendees of MBC, the Christian world at large and the society and culture MBC resides in on what 

MBC believes, represents, teaches, the governance of MBC and what MBC defends and rejects.  A non-response 

by the board of Elders to this document can be considered a rejection by the elders to produce this clarity. 

2. The second result, those who receive this document, Elders, pastors and teachers, members, prospective mem-

bers and the Christian world will learn if the board of Elders of MBC have concluded if any of the past actions, 

statements and teachings by any elder, pastor and teacher of MBC is considered to be heretical and/or false 

and/or sinful and/or deceitful and/or wicked and what actions the board will take in these instances.  A non-

response by the elders can be considered a no to this question, that is no past actions and/or statements by any 

elder, pastor and teacher is considered heretical, false, sinful, deceitful or wicked. 

3. The third result is elders, members, prospective members, attendees, Christian world at large, the culture and 

society that MBC resides will be able to decide with clarity, justification and motivation to either attend and sup-

port MBC with their time and/or wealth or attempt to confront and cause repentance of the board of elders of 

MBC or to leave MBC and join another fellowship of believers or resist MBC teaching, deceit, lies and heresy.     

Based on Pastor David Platt’s statements before he started his sermon or preaching on Sunday, 

July 4, 2021 that at the previous congregational meeting three elder candidates were not voted into office 
because they did not meet the constitutional minimum of votes per the MBC constitution.3  He then gave 

testimony that voters told him they had not voted for these candidates based on what others had told him 

why they had voted not based on what others had told him.  He gave no testimony of having directly 

talked to those who encourage a no vote on the elders but he claimed those who encourage a no vote to 

others were using misinformation, misrepresentation, lies and deceit.  Among the many objections he 

made about the no vote in the last congregational meeting what seemed to disturb him the most was not 

the many issues that those encouraging a no vote, but this was the first time in MBC history elder candi-

date or candidates had not been confirmed to be elders according to the church’s constitution.  Therefore, 

he seems to be motivated to strongly encourage all members to come to the next congregational meeting 

on July 18th even if it was necessary to cancel plans members had already made including any vacation 

plans. 

On the following Sunday, July 11, 2021 Platt spoke about this issue again before his sermon.4  He 

claimed that there are members of MBC and not members that are using misinformation and sow distrust 

by any means possible to cause distrust in the leadership of MBC and to vote against “biblically qualified 

elder candidates.”  Based on what I have observed over the last 12 plus years of attendance and involve-
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ment at MBC including one of the first meetings on racial reconciliation in which I attended5 and commu-

nication from others and information from others, Pastor Platt seems to think the present conflict is simi-

lar to the Barnabas and Paul disagreement for many with what he states have sincere issues.  But it seems 

obvious to me based on communication by others and the response by the Christian World at large this is 

not a Barnabas verses Paul problem but an Apostle Peter verses Apostle Paul who confronts Peter pub-

licly for his hypocrisy.  Many think MBC through its pastors are teaching heresy and speaking wickedness 

and violating the constitution of MBC and Platt is claiming slander and wicked motivation of those who 

have urged a vote against the elder candidates.  This cannot be simply a Barnabas vs Paul situation.  The 

best I can state about Platt is he does not seem to realize what the real problem is and what the conflict 

that the no vote against the elder candidates is actually about.  The elder’s response to this document will 

hopefully correct his thinking on the seriousness of the issues at stake and the future of MBC so that all 

members and attendees can come back together in harmony and be “like minded” as their Lord com-

mands so they make disciples of all nations as MBC has claimed for the recent years after almost every 

service and meeting.   

Even though Platt gave a web link reference in his sermon to answer issues affecting the church 

and causing disharmony, the statements are not adequate so the following principles and statements that 

the Board of Elders as a whole are requested to respond to the principles/ statements below.6 

I have not presented in the following list of statements or principles asking for reply from the 

board of elders at MBC basic theological issues such as the Trinity, Inerrancy of the scripture, the resur-

rection, the atonement, salvation, justification and sanctification because I have not observed or received 

any information that these are issues that are causing the present division.  I have only presented princi-

ples that are theological and/or philosophical issues that seem to myself and others as causing stress in 

MBC lack of confirmation or promotion based on the teaching of the Pastors and teachers at MBC and the 

actions this church has taken.  

MBC elders agree or disagree with the following statements. 

A principle that are given below that the MBC elders agree is good and needs to be defended in 

word, action and promoted will instruct the pastors and teaches to teach this principle as good and that 

all elders, staff, pastors, teachers and members and regular attendees must accept the elders decision and 

obey.  The elders will instruct everyone that violation of this principle will result in confrontation, investi-

gation and the initiation of the Matthew 18 discipline that could result in expulsion from the church.   The 

elders also agree that the resources of the church will be used to defend this principle in the society MBC 

resides in.  For each principle listed below that the Elder Board agree is evil and/or sinful and/or hereti-

cal and/or wicked the elders will instruct the pastors and teachers to teach against this evil principle and 

to instruct the members and attendees to resist and not do the evil and/or sin that these evil principles 

represent.  The elders agree when an elder, pastor, teacher, staff, member and regular attendee does the 

evil as described in this evil principle by word and/or deed they will follow the Matthew 18 discipline.  

The elders also agree that they will used the resources of the church to eliminate or struggle against this 
evil principle in the society MBC resides in. 

Principles 
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1) Pastor Mike Kelsey of MBC made the following statement in a public broadcast with Journalist Jennie Allen, Bi-

ble teacher, founder of IF:Gathering, “I was telling a mentor the other day that I feel like I keep vacillating in be-

tween sadness, anger, resignation, and resolve. To be totally honest, it's difficult for me sometimes not to just 

torch all white people, specifically white evangelicals and Christians.”7  This is an evil statement straight from 

Hell from the mouth of Satan.8  The elders will publicly make known this statement by one of their pastors is an 

evil and demonic statement and they will take appropriate action following the Matthew 18 route of discipline.  

The first step they will take is to put this pastor on administrative leave.9  If this pastor does not completely, with-

out any justification, obfuscation, self-justification, minimizing, excusing and not in any way or manor minimiz-

ing his statement as to something less than evil and wicked then he is to be terminated from his position and 

ejected from the fellowship of MBC until he repents completely and totally.  A sure sign he has truly repented and 

changed is he will not have this urge again of wanting to burn alive white evangelicals. 

a. Elders must investigate why Kelsey has this murderous anger against white evangelicals.  This investiga-

tion may help Kelsey to realize his evilness and to repent and for the church and Kelsey’s mentors to re-

pent if they contributed to this evilness in his hear.  

i. In order for anyone to hate any group of people based on their genetics and beliefs, they must first 

believe there is some common behaviors and/or thinking or belief that the hater believes is true of 

all individuals in the group the hater hates.  This has to be true of Pastor Kelsey.  For him to hate 

a group based on their genetics and beliefs to the degree he at times wants to burn to death this 

group he must believe there are “truisms” or “truths” or “facts” about this group that justifies his 

anger to want to murder.  This is the only possible way for anyone to so hate any group of people 

that a person wants them killed and in the most horrible way possible.  The following points are 

given as possible foundations for Kelsey’s thinking about white evangelicals.    

ii. This statement by this pastor is particularly evil because this desire to burn alive white evangeli-

cals is by a pastor of an evangelical Church, MBC.10  According to the interview with Journalist 

Jennie Allen in 2020 he has been a pastor at this church for 13 years.  The anger that wants him to 

burn alive white evangelicals is not just a onetime event on a particularly bad day but has been a 

repeated problem he has had for 8 years.11 This evil statement by this pastor cannot be minimized 

by claiming it has been taken out of context.12 

iii. If Kelsey has read or listened to other well-known Christian Celebrities like John Piper, he could 

easily conclude whites have privilege no one else has and whiteness is oppression as they intro-

duce into the church Critical Race Theory (CRT).13  In addition, Kelsey’s church, MBC, teach 

CRT and has promoted or enforced Kelsey’s statement of anger and hatred of torching white 

evangelicals.14 

iv. Kelsey having a desire to harm whites is not unique even among other Christian teachers, leaders 

and theologians.15 Andy Stanley states you have to offend white men in the church, from the pul-

pit because they are “stone deaf” or clueless to prove they are racists.16  Whiteness causes blind-

ness of the heart and if whites don’t believe in the Black Lives Matter movement, they are fools.17   

There are educated Americans, who wish to harm and kill whites18 including white toddlers be-

cause even these young children are inherently racist and evil19 and in news and university to 

harm white males is particularly desired.20  Non-Christian sources are calling whites an epidemic 

that implies the disease of whiteness must be eliminate.21  Whites are blamed for everything and it 

is okay to hate them.22  All this evilness and hate is moving towards white genocide.23  Particu-

larly white conservative genocide.24  With this background of hate in our society, it seems Kelsey 

could have picked up all this hate, particularly of White Evangelicals since this group is usually 
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conservatives when it comes to politics.  This could explain his 8 years of hateful anger against 

White Evangelicals. 

v. Kesley may believe in Critical Race Theory that will maintain and justify his periodic murderous 

hatred of white evangelicals.  See the principle on Critical Race Theory.  

vi. It should be noted one could not have the extreme hatred against a group of people based on their 

genetics and belief that Kelsey has had repeatedly over the last 8 years if he did not have some 

beliefs about this group.  This is true of anyone who wants to do harm to any group of persons 

defined by their genetics and belief.  This phenomenon existed with the Nazis about Jews and 

other groups.  They did extreme harm including genocide against the racial ethnic groups they 

defined as bad news for society.  Kelsey’s statement of intense anger against white evangelicals, 

just like when Adolf Hitler pronounced certain groups as evil, Kelsey is stating by an unmistaka-

ble belief that white evangelicals are evil in some way so they deserve to be burned alive.  Others 

will hear him and will do the evil work as Hitler’s followers did for Hitler.25  His statement of 

anger and hatred with a conclusion he would not carry out his extreme hatred of white evangeli-

cals because he knows nice white evangelicals will in no way slow down or lessen or terminate 

this hatred of whites by others.  His statement could provide motivation and/or justification to 

harm white evangelicals not just physically but also financially.26 

vii.  Kelsey despite his extensive education and presumably above average native intelligence may 

surprisingly be so extremely ignorant and/or misinformed about black American violent deaths in 

the USA that this ignorance and misinformation could contribute to his repeated lethal hatred of 

White Evangelical Christians therefore he needs to be educated correctly and then corrected.27  

His thinking and beliefs that result in his periodic anger that wants to burn alive White Evangeli-

cals is not just abstract thinking on his part because he viscerally feels a fear to even run in his 

upper middle class neighborhood he lives in with his family and children because he fears some 

possible harm from his white neighbors.28 

b. Pastor David Platt and Elders of MBC may have some responsibility in having a pastor of their church, 

Pastor Mike Kelsey occasionally have this murderous hatred. 

i. MBC actions that did not reduce or eliminated Kelsey’s murderous anger. 

1. The Elders were warned in a letter to them on February 3, 2021 after meeting with some 

of the elders and Pastor Platt and Kelsey that promoting Pastor Mike Kelsey to the sec-

ond highest rank after Platt as pastor for Ministry of Culture and Racial Harmony was 

probably, a mistake, because of his personality issues, maturity and his questionable and 

aberrant theology.29 

2. In addition, Kelsey attended a BLM (Black Lives Matter) rally in 2020 even though Pas-

tor Platt strongly disavowed BLM.30      Even though this BLM event happened in June 

2020 at the time of the congregational meeting in December 2020 and the letter sent to 

the elders February 2021, there is no evidence that the elders and/or Platt confronted and 

corrected Kelsey and definitely no public rebuke for participating in this public event. 

3. Also, MBC leadership have required staff to read non-Christian books that promote the 

modern thinking about race, critical race theory and what whiteness is.31  

4. In addition, Thabiti Anyabwile was used to train staff and was involved in other aspects 

of MBC.32  He promotes black liberation theology and a transgender man to a political 
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office in the Biden Administration.  He promotes and believes in collective guilt of genet-

ically defined group of people based on what their ancestors did and group repentance.33 

Since Platt, Kelsey and Anyabwile have spent time together, Kelsey would have only 

been reinforced in his thinking that a group defined by its genetics and belief, white evan-

gelicals, are responsible for past sins of their racial group and the “sins” of other individ-

uals in their group. 34   

ii. Platt may have some or complete responsibility for Kelsey’s periodic murderous anger against 

white evangelicals. 

1.   The last few years of Platt’s presence at MBC in which he spoke about racism could 

have helped reinforced the murderous anger Kelsey has experienced over the last 8 years.  

Platt has stated clearly an openly and publicly over the years and at MBC the conviction 

that there is racism in the USA and even an increasing racial divide between the black 

and white races and injustice against racial groups particularly USA blacks exists today.35  

Platt has claimed that the more you are a Christian the more you will be (divided on race) 

and just because you are a Christian does not mean you are not a racist.  Christians cannot 

claim they are colorblind.  He also claimed that being white or black will have profound 

effects on your social and economic situation.  This belief is the basis of everything he 

has preached and done as it relates to any perceived racism by whites that exists today 

regardless of the history of the country.  His only proof of racism existing today are dif-

ferent outcomes in wealth, education, housing, health, legal justice, police action and sur-

vival of babies between blacks and whites.  He has not mentioned, as far as I know, how 

this proof of racism exists by whites oppressing blacks only and there are no other racial 

problems with other races like Asians. With all these statements of conviction, I have 

found no evidence Platt has provided any empirical evidence to support his convictions. 

2. In order to understand Platt and others in agreement and to logically and rationally ex-

plain Kelsey’s periodic murderous hatred is to define this term as Platt and others seem to 

use it.  I do NOT know of any definition of racism given by Platt and Kelsey therefore I 

will provide my own definition of racism in order to make this document coherent.36  My 

definition of racism.  A belief that the genetic physical traits inherited at birth that are 

commonly assigned to a race also bring genetically inherited non-physical traits that are 

psychological, behavioral, temperamental, emotional, personality and moral.  Therefore, 

each race will have typical characteristics of the non-physical traits that make that race 

unique.  This belief will likely cause the holder of this belief to consider another race as 

inherently superior or inferior to his own.   Possessing racism as a belief requires that an 

individual react to and interact with others based on the other person’s race first and then 

apply any secondary unique characteristics of another in the believer’s reaction.  If a per-

son does not have this belief of racism than one will react to another based on that other 

person’s unique combination of physical characteristics such as gender, age, health, etc. 

and their unique non-physical traits of personality, temperament, emotions, personality, 

education, work experience, roles of family, employment, citizenship, beliefs, morality, 

ethnicity, culture and the other’s race will not be significant. 

3. In order to understand the thinking of Platt and others who claim there is white privilege 

and that racism exists today and the divide between the racists is becoming greater with-

out any empirical proof is the definition of racism I have provided has to be used by Platt 

and others. This allows Platt, Kelsey and many other Christian leaders and social leaders 

and academics to be able to condemn all whites as racists regardless of personal beliefs 
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and actions because particular thinking, morality and emotional and intellectual traits 

whites inherit at birth.  All whites together produce a social structure that Platt and others 

can and do condemn as racist.37  If you do not accept this definition of racism and “con-

front” the racism of your ancestors you are a racist.38  This ideology is now being taught 

in the USA military.39 

4. Platt presents at no time based on my research, any empirical proof that the vast majority 

of Americans, particularly Christians, are racists.  Platt just presents claims as if they are 

true with no empirical proof.  Platt by logically using my definition of racism is stating 

indirectly that white churches are racists because they favor members who are their race 

and they take action to prevent or discourage blacks to attend. 

a. This claim by Platt is harmful because it causes White Evangelical Christians to 

doubt themselves that they are color blind and they must have some secret un-

known to them sin of racism.  This claim by Platt tempts black Christians to be-

lieve they are victims and therefore not responsible for their choices because they 

are operating under the oppressive racism of white evangelicals.  This temptation 

Pastor Kelsey might have succumbed to which in turn would help give strength 

of his murderous angry hatred of White Evangelical Christians. 

b. This claim that whites have this secret, unconscious, inherited racism wastes the 

Church’s time and resources instead of combatting real sins in the culture that are 

obvious, real, not difficult to find and locate and have real world consequences 

for all in the society and culture.40   

5. Platt gives no empirical proof for his belief and contention that the disparities between 

white and black races is the result of racism.  However, there are many who disagree it is 

racism that is the cause or primary cause of the disparities of Blacks doing much worse 

than other groups in American.  There are studies that show white privilege or racism is 

not the reason more blacks are in jail than whites are.41  White privilege is not responsible 

for other negative outcomes for blacks.42  The empirical proof is there is no legal and so-

cial racism in the USA today. 

a. The real and primary problem of the black community performing much worse 

than other communities is the lower percentage of black fathers in their chil-

dren’s lives and being raised by their father than in any other racial and ethnic 

groups.  Therefore, it is not racism or any kind of racism that can explain this 

disparity between the black community and other communities based on race and 

ethnicity but culture is the best explanation.43  A black professor at Yale, Roland 

Briar, concluded after years of study of the empirical data, “America is the least 

racist white majority country in the world.  Blacks in this country have far more 

opportunities, protection and rights in the USA than any other country in the 

world including black African countries in Africa.”44  This statement was pub-

lished 30 years ago before Kelsey’s statement about torching white evangelicals 

and Pastor Platt in 2020-21 stating the racial divide is increasing not decreasing 

and it matters what race you are.   

b. Platt states it does matter if you are black or white.  He implies based on his other 

statements on race in America, that this bad news for Blacks.  But, Baucham, 
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Freeman and MacArthur disagree with Platt.45  Baucham states Race is not a Bib-

lical idea but a construct.  Freeman states everybody can do better for themselves 

regardless of the genetics of their race.  MacArthur states there is no systemic 

racism, white privilege, or unconscious bias of racism and Critical Race Theory 

is NOT real and valid. 

c. Another explanation for the disparities in outcome between blacks and whites 

and other genetic and ethnic groups is the consistent and long-term poor or bad 

educational outcomes for Black students in comparison to white and other racial 

and ethnic groups. 46  This disparity will result in blacks generally having a higher 

percentage of poor and lower income persons in there group than other racial and 

ethnic groups. 

i. A case study of one black high school, Dumbar, proves with empirical 

evidence that graduates of this school did better in testing and learning 

than other white high schools starting in 1899.47  But today schools like 

this one are not equal or superior to dominate white schools.  Today 

when black students attempt to follow the route to success by doing well 

in school, there fellow blacks in their community will accuse them of 

being to “white” which is a negative evaluation by one’s community.48 I 

think it is obvious that the empirical evidence why black children are 

such lower achievers in education than other racial, ethnic groups cannot 

be blamed on racism by whites or any other racial group. 

6. Based on all my research on what Pastor Platt has stated before he became pastor of 

MBC and since, there is nothing he stated or preached that would have terminated or 

weakend Kelsey’s periodic murderous anger against white evangelicals. 

iii. I am 72 as I create this document.  Based on what I have observed in my lifetime and what I 

learned from my parents’ lifetime and the history of the USA; racism has been in constant decline 

for hundreds of years.49  Objectively, racism has been declining for a long time and the racial di-

vide has been decreasing at the same time. 

iv. If Platt and Kelsey are not liars, then they could not know or believe the alternative explanations 

for disparity between blacks and all other racial groups but instead keep on insisting on their rac-

ists understanding of the disparities despite the empirical data.  This allows Platt to find white 

churches guilty of racism and Kelsey to justify and maintain his periodic murderous anger and 

hatred of white evangelicals. 

c. What really amazes me that in all my research about the pastors, Platt and Kelsey, and what has happened 

at MBC under the care and oversight of the Board of Elders of one of the 100 hundred largest “evangeli-

cal” churches in the country, there is one alternative explanation for the differences between the racial and 

ethnic groups that these individuals and the church are most suited to speak to and authoritatively pro-

nounce more than any other segment of society but have not.  That alternative explanation for the differ-

ences and disparities between blacks and whites is SIN.  But it takes an economist and I think not a Chris-

tian, Thomas Sowell to state the differences is due to sin, not MBC and its staff and pastors and teachers.  

Sowell labels sin as morality which explains the amazing success and accomplishments of black Ameri-

cans before 1960 to the failure of the black community today with empirical data.50  Now because 85% of 

black children grow up in single female households they will have a very tough time to acquire what 

Sowell refers to as human capital, i.e. the education to be able to be successful.51  Thus dooming them to 

poverty, but married blacks have a lower poverty rate than blacks and whites.52  If black youths are not to 

be in poverty when they are adults, first their parents need not to have children outside of marriage by the 

sins of fornication and adultery, second the youth must honor their parents when they have free public 

school education by striving to get the best education possible and not doing the self-destructive behavior 
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typical for their culture, third, these youth must not themselves be fornicating and committing adultery 

before marriage, getting married and then having children. 

i. Is Platt, Kelsey, the teachers at MBC, the elders and those MBC brought in to promote Critical 

Race Theory, White Privilege, Black Lives Matter still going to blame White Evangelicals racism 

that is not seen, can’t be observed and is unconscious is somehow forcing black women to be sin-

gle mothers so 70% of black families are single mothers by the sin of fornication and adultery, 

forcing young single black males to be sexually active instead of celibate and not monogamous 

when married, and forcing blacks to be extremely obese, to be unhealthy?  If they believe white 

evangelicals are still responsible, then this would be another reason and a powerful one why Kel-

sey can have periodic murderous hatred of white evangelicals. 

d.   The best and most beneficial explanation I can concieve for Kelsey’s periodic murderous anger against 

white evangelicals is that first, he does not think in biblical terms of why there are disparities between 

racial/ ethnic groups and why there is violence.  He thinks in secular terms.  Second he is either extremely 

ignorant of what reality really is and not what he wants it to be or someone told him it is or he has been 

massively misinformed, lied to and propagandized by promoters of racial hatred despite his constant and 

very involved life with white evangelicals over many years.  Third he could have been falsely taught by 

“Christian” pastors, teachers and leaders to understand the disparity between the races as a result of white 

evangelical sin.  He was taught that white evangelicals have white privilege which they use selfishly for 

themselves only.  Since the white evangelicals do not seem to be overcoming their sin of racism and 

white privilege and still naturally oppressive of blacks according to CRT for over at least a decade, there-

fore they are in some way responsible for the killing of black people by police and or white persons than 

it is understandable why Kelsey has these periodic intense emotions of murderous hatred of white evan-

gelicals and imagines burning them to death 

e. The elders must investigate to determine if the education of these two pastors to determine if their think-

ing that racism exists today and is getting worse and the extreme negative emotions against a race and 

belief is due to their false education.  If that is the issue then the elders need to take immediate steps to 

terminate or restrict these pastors from teaching and counseling on any issues or persons that their false 

education will affect. 

i. If it is not due to false education, then the only alternative than it is an extreme and terrible evil in 

their hearts and they need to be terminated immediately as pastors of MBC. 

ii. The elders need to investigate if other pastors and teachings at MBC have similar thinking and 

education that leads to false conclusions and/or very negative emotions about other racial and 

ethnic groups. 

f. Apology or repentance? 

1. Pastor Mike Kelsey seemed to apologize for his statement about a year ago about his desire to torch 

or burn alive white evangelicals that recently became widely known among the MBC community.  He 

starts by referring to the scripture that one should be humble and not proud and Jesus’s parable about 

taking the log out of your own eye before you take the speck out of your brother’s eye.  Kelsey states 

he needs to be humble and take the log out of his eye first.  He states he wants to “apologize” for the 

statement by him of wanting to burn alive white evangelicals as an unhelpful and hurtful statement.  

However, he states the video clip recently distributed about him by cutting and pasting presented an 

impression just the opposite of what is true or correct according to him.53  He is gas lighting those 

who reproduce his statement and share it.  Therefore it is not his fault that they made him look really 
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really bad.  One has to ask what he is admitting to.  Is he admitting his statement is hurtful and un-

helpful because of the cutting and pasting by someone else or his statement is unhelpful and hurtful 

regardless of the cutting and pasting by someone else?  If his statement is hurtful and unhelpful re-

gardless of the cutting and pasting then the solution is the next time he tells others about his periodic 

murderous hate filled anger against white evangelicals he states his emotion in such a way so it is not 

hurtful and is helpful to the receiver.  But, is he really apologizing?    Is apologizing repenting?  Did 

he sin or not? This ambiguity by him seem to make the Bible scriptures he referenced as not applica-

ble. 

2. Pastor David Platt’s spoke about Pastor Mike Kelsey’s statement about his desire to burn alive white 

Evangelicals during a July 18, 2021 sermon:  Platt states that Kelsey the previous Friday “apologized 

for an unhelpful hurtful statement he expressed in an interview a year ago.54”  He believes that this 

phrase was taken out of context and the social media immediately assumed the worse about Mike.  

Platt continued in his sermon to state that accepting the new forms of communication, online videos, 

emails and blogs is “other worldly avenues” as presenting truth and is not God’s way therefore Chris-

tians should not accept “truth” from these modern forms of communication.  These modern forms of 

communication are the, “ways and the tactics of this world,”  that is Satanic.  Therefore Christians are 

to ignore them. 

3. The response by Platt and Kelsey to Kelsey’s statement about torching white evangelicals does not 

terminate or eliminate or overcome or correct the evil and wicked statement of hatred for a racial 

group and their beliefs. 

a. First, Kelsey apology is not a sure conclusion and Platt seems to agree it is not a problem of 

Kelsey but the cutting and pasting of his statement to harm white Christians as the problem. If 

you accept, Kelsey apologized, as Platt stated he did, for sure Kelsey did not repent of his 

evilness.  He just apologized.  An apology can be just a regret of a past action or statements 

that resulted in unfavorable outcomes.  The unfavorable outcome according to Kelsey and 

Platt was a statement that was unhelpful and hurtful but not sinful and evil.   Apology is not 

repentance in which one acknowledges he has sinned against God and the other person or 

group and must ask forgiveness of God and those he sinned against.  This can only happen 

through the Holy Spirit bringing conviction of sin, evilness and wickedness by the methods of 

prayer, enlightenment by God’s word and confrontation and admonishment by fellow believ-

ers.  Matthew 18 discipline is only for those who repent of sinning against God, not those 

who apologize.  Since this was a public sin known around the world through modern forms of 

communication then Kelsey must repent publicly to counter the evil and wicked effects on 

the world from his statement. 

b. Second, his wicked statement and desire in no way could have been taken out of context.  

Kelsey at no time stated in his online video interview with internet Journalist Jennie Allen 

anything that would reduce or eliminate or counter the obvious and clear statement he made 

publicly about his anger and desire he has had for 8 years and may still have to this day to 

burn alive white Evangelicals whenever he gets angry that a black person is killed by police.  

Kelsey states the only reason he does not act on his anger and hatred is because he knows 

nice White evangelicals.  Is he no different from whites who decades ago use to state, “some 

of my best friends are black?”   However, this does not take away the hatred he has had in his 

heart for over 8 years.  In addition, Platt gives no proof that the wicked statement in context 

would nullify and eliminate the wickedness of Kelsey’s statement. 

c. Third, by diminishing the wickedness of this statement to just unhelpful and hurtful Kelsey 

and Platt gives justification for many who have heard Kelsey statement of anger and hatred 

against a group of people based on genetics and belief as not sin and wickedness but just 

“hurtful and unhelpful” statement.  Unhelpful and hurtful statements are statements that can 

still speak truth but must be stated so they are helpful and not hurtful.   Therefore, Platt and 
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Kelsey are really communicating even if they don’t intend to, that it is okay to occasionally 

want to burn alive white evangelicals when you are angry because a black person has been 

killed by a white person or the police.  But, for certain this truth, burning alive white evangel-

icals, is not sin.  Therefore, this is not a heart issue for Kelsey.  Therefore, if Christian pastors 

of a large Christian Church can have this kind of anger that wants to harm white Christians 

because it is not sin, then it will be permissible for the average Christian and secular person to 

have this same kind of anger.  The terrible result is that not all these average, uneducated in 

Bible and Theology people will restrain themselves from harming evangelical Christians.  

They may not know nice white evangelicals like Kelsey does.     

d. Fourth, modern forms of communication are not some wicked form of communication con-

trolled by Satan so the truth can never be told and it can only be found or determined in face-

to-face meetings.  Platt is clearly implying that the truth of Kelsey’s statement, that is, is the 

statement is not correctly portrayed by others therefore it does not really mean what it obvi-

ously is stating.  Platt believes truth can only be arrived at by Face-to-face meetings.  This 

obviously is wrong and incorrect.  In fact, modern forms of communication can be more reli-

able in passing on truth then someone reporting what they saw and/or heard about someone in 

any face-to-face meeting. 

4. Therefore, since Kelsey may not have apologized about his “unhelpful and hurtful” statement even 

though Platt claims Kelsey has apologized and if Kelsey did apologize, he is not repenting of sinning 

for stating such a wicked, evil, racist statement:  the elders must investigate and make the following 

decisions. 

a. Kelsey did mean just the opposite of what he clearly and unambiguously stated about his oc-

casional desire to burn white evangelicals alive that would remind one of the Roman Emperor 

Nero turning Christians into torches because it was a cut and paste job by someone to make 

him look sinful and mean. 

b. Kelsey’s statement about torching is hurtful and unhelpful and he did apologize without any 

equivocation. 55.  If he did not then he will publicly apologize with any equivocation or blam-

ing others. 

c. Kelsey’s statement of torching is wicked and evil, straight from the pit of Hell.  Therefore 

Kelsey must repent of wickedness.  The Matthew 18 discipline will be followed. 

d. Therefore, Platt is incorrect to understand Kelsey’s statement of torching as just hurtful and 

unhelpful and was instead evil and wicked.  He must be corrected and come to understand his 

mistake and repent for his gross misunderstanding and his own investigation. 

e. Their investigation and decision and any action they deem Kelsey and/or Platt must do must 

be public because Kelsey’s statement is not only public locally but worldwide.  There actions 

and decisions must be public for the sake of Jesus Christ and his Church worldwide in order 

to allow other believers to respond to them so they may confirm or modify or change their 

decisions and the unbelieving public everywhere can accept that this church does not show 

favoritism for its important staff members.  Any lack of transparency and favoritism by the 

elders will undermine the witness of the church. 

g.  If the elders of MBC will not investigate and follow the tasks provided above, then is it not fair to ask if 

they can be trusted to pick biblical and godly pastors and staff particularly those without some deep 

seated and defective hatred of any group of persons defined by their genetics and beliefs.56  Is this ques-

tion not even not more fair when they were given a letter, February 2021, about Pastor Kelsey and to date 

they have taken no serious and public action about this pastor?57 

2) Is Critical Race Theory (CRT) an evil and wicked thinking and philosophy and against the Gospel that 

MBC should teach against and resist or is CRT neutral or a good and righteous thinking and philosophy that MBC 

should use and promote? 
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a.  The basic response or summary of MBC board of elder statement is that Critical Race Theory or CRT is 

a “buzz word,” and used as a way to terminate dialog and a MBC response to CRT is in a “‘draft’ state.”58  

This is an extreme disappointment for myself and I suspect for many others.  I am surprised the elders are 

not knowledgeable about CRT because it is a major news item when it comes to its use or forced use in 

public school systems.59  What even amazes me more is that this conflict over CRT is not some far away 

conflict but right in MBC’s proverbial “backyard,” Loudon county.60   

b. I am surprised the elders don’t know already what CRT is that is causing all this conflict and persecution 

of those who don’t support it therefore I am very surprised and disappointed a document by MBC is in the 

draft stage at this time.  I would have thought the issue of CRT should have already been a well thought 

out, public and taught position by MBC long before the congregational 2021 June meeting.  There is 

some evidence that CRT is being taught at MBC.61 

c. So for purposes of this document I will define CRT based on what other well know Christian pastors, the-

ologians, apologists, education experts, philosophers and culture and social analysts define it.62  CRT is 

the religion that all social interactions between humans is based on race.  There is no human interaction in 

which it is not racist.  All persons are racist or just whites are racists and blacks and other groups not.  

Whites cannot ceased to be racists.  Everything Whites do or think even when they think they are being 

helpful to other racial groups is to maintain their racist power over other groups.  Whites cannot on their 

own understand the thinking and life of a minority person.  They must listen to this minority person to 

understand their (whites) oppressiveness.  They (whites) cannot by themselves or in their organizations 

and gatherings of any kind that is white know if they are oppressive because of their whiteness and how 

they are oppressive.  This is a unconscious sin unknown to the holder and can only be exposed by the mi-

nority person of a non-white color. 

d. P.S.  May I strongly urge the elders and members of MBC to bring Pastor Bauchman to be the teacher on 

this subject at MBC if not the senior teaching pastor.  

3) Black Lives Matter or BLM is a divisive and race hatred producing philosophical and political movement 

therefore evil and against the Word of God and the Gospel.63  MBC elders will instruct the pastors and teachers to 

teach BLM is evil and have the MBC church struggle against this philosophical and political movement to the best of 

this church’s ability. 

4) All religions outside of Christianity are a false religion and there is no way or acceptance to the Father 

God and no salvation except through Jesus Christ.  The MBC elders will instruct its pastors and teachers to teach that 

all other religions are false and Christianity is the only true religion and there is no way or acceptance to salvation ex-

cept through Jesus Christ. 

5) The elders publicly acknowledge as a board they have not violated the MBC violated the constitutional 

provision that prevents this church from being affiliated with any other organization or they will be changing this part 

of the constitution.64  The elders agree that they will encourage and accept from members and others written documen-

tation and evidence if they believe MBC is still violating this part of the church constitution.  The presentation of docu-

mentation and evidence will not be anonymous.   The board and candidates agree that once the public complaint/s have 

been received then they will investigate and report to the membership in a timely and public manner. 

a. In addition, the elders will give a public response in writing and/or by video that the statements by Pastor 

David Platt about MBC being affiliated with the Southern Baptist was deceptive or not.  If they believe 

Platt was not deceptive they will give a full, complete and public response to videos that state he was with 

detailed counterpoints to these videos that claim Platt was deceptive as listed in the end note at the end of 
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this sentence.65 If they conclude Platt was deceptive, they will first communicate with Platt in private ac-

cording to Matthew 18 discipline and seek his repentance.  If he repents, they will then make this public 

and what they and the pastors of MBC will do in the future to prevent future incidents like this situation.  

If he refuses to repent, then they will conclude the Matthew 18 discipline and eject him from MBC until 

he repents and his position as pastor at MBC will be terminated. 

6) Social Justice is an evil and divisive philosophy and political movement promoting racial, ethnic and 

class hatred and MBC elders will instruct the pastors and teachers to teach against this evilness and will use the 

churches resources and capabilities to struggle against this evil philosophical and political movement to the best of the 

church’s abilities. 

7) Showing favoritism to any member or attendee of the church or to the hiring of staff (all positions of pas-

tors, teachers, administrative, maintenance, technical, security and any other positions and the selection of elders) or 

the promoting of any staff or the termination of any staff or any decision on pay and benefits of any staff based on 

what they inherited at birth genetically and ethnically in order to meet some standard of diversity instead of selection 

based on which person has the best qualifications for the position being considered regardless of the final racial and 

ethnic makeup of the staff is an evil act and against the Gospel.  This includes but is not limited to imitating the use of 

preferential selection and/or treatment based on inherited genetic straits at birth as the federal and state governments, 

schools, and businesses do in hiring, promoting and acceptance of employment and students regardless of what the 

final makeup of the racial and ethnicity of the staff might be.  The elders agree this is an evilness and contrary to the 

word of God and the Gospel and will instruct the pastors and teachers to teach against this evilness and will use the 

resources of this church to struggle against this evil philosophical and political movement to the best ability of this 

church. 

8) MBC Elders will define what racism is in a clearly understood and precise definition that is not vague, 

obscure, obtuse, and specious.  Based on their definition the elders will decide by this definition if racism is evil.  If 

evil, MBC elders will instruct its pastors and teachers to preach and teach racism is evil and will use the resources of 

the church to struggle against this evil as a philosophical and/or political movement to the best ability of the church.   

9) Marxism and its offshoots are evil and MBC elders will instruct its pastors and teachers to preach and 

teach that this philosophical and political movement is evil and will use the resources of the church to struggle against 

this philosophical and political movement to the best ability of the church. 

10) Any “scientific” theory or philosophy that teaches that God the Father is not the creator of reality and all 

life and man is evil.  MBC teachers will instruct its pastors and teachers to preach and teach that any “scientific” theory 

that denies this truth is evil and will use the resources of the church to struggle against this philosophical and political 

movement to the best ability of the church. 

11) Any sexual activity, thought, word, or dead outside of marriage between one man and one woman as per-

mitted by the scripture, church, and the law in this order is always sinful and there are no exceptions to this principle 

under any circumstance or situation.  MBC elders will instruct its pastors and teachers to defend this principle and will 

use the resources of the church to the best of this church’s abilities to defend this principle against any philosophical 

and political movement that undermines this principle. 

12) The philosophical and political movement that promotes teaches and demands acceptance that there are 

more than two genders is an evil movement and is against the Word of God and the Gospel.  The elders will instruct its 

pastors and teachers to teach against this evilness and will use the resources of this church to struggle against this evil 

philosophical and political movement to the best of the church’s ability. 
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13) Elective abortion is an act of murder and therefore evil.  The elders will instruct its pastors and teachers to 

preach and teach this abortion is an act of murder.  The elders will use the resources of the church to struggle against 

this evil philosophical and political movement to the best of this church’s ability. 

14) The destruction of the family by divorce, except those specific situations in which the Elders of MBC be-

lieve is not sinful, is sinful.  In those situations, that the Elders believe divorce is not sinful, the elders will define those 

situations in precise and exact terms and not in vague, obscure, obtuse terms so that all members, pastors, teachers, 

staff, and attendees can easily understand.  In those situations in which the Elders believe divorce is sinful, they will 

produce a public document available to all, what MBC’s response will be when members, staff, pastors, teachers, other 

groups that use MBC facilities and attendees initiate a sinful divorce.  MBC elders will instruct the MBC pastors and 

teachers to teach the MBC elders position on divorce.  MBC elders will use there document on divorce as an item of 

membership acceptance. 

15) MBC elders will not have staff; pastors and teachers sign Non-disclosure agreements.  This secrecy only 

causes public scandal and public doubt about the church and does not allow the full council of God through all Chris-

tians. 

For further education on the issues of racism, go to the following YouTube playlists. 

Racism in America? Exists? Yes? No?     White Privilege. 

Author: D’Arcy L McGreer, darcylm@gmail.com, 7371 Atlas Walk Way, #272, Gainesville, Va. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcAGkMHUDgPh8CLXfY0MeSJOQmdUbdG_n
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcAGkMHUDgPgxitltMoah6nr3sX7H5bJi
mailto:darcylm@gmail.com
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1 McLean Bible Church and a Better Way to Do Church Business Meetings?    David Platt’s Megachurch Names New Elders Despite 
Controversy by Sarah Einselen, July 19, 2021. MCLEAN BIBLE CHURCH: Debbie Ash speaks for herself regarding legal action file 
7/15/21.  David Platt's dreams for McLean Bible Church sour as members file lawsuit over elder vote.  Save McLean Bible Church. 
David Platt's dreams for McLean Bible Church sour as members file lawsuit over elder vote. 
2 According to Article V, Section 5 of the MBC constitution, “The elders are responsible for … guarding the reputation and doctrinal 
integrity of the Church.”   
3 You Should Watch This Video of David Platt Addressing Division in His Church. ASL - Sunday, July 4, 2021. 
4 Sunday, July 11, 2021. 
5 "Race and the Local Church" Panel | April 8, 2018. 
6 SPECIAL CONGREGATIONAL MEETING | McLean Bible Church.  Accessed August 16, 2021. 
7 Where Do We Go From Here with Mike Kelsey.  Where Do We Go From Here?  Where Do We Go From Here? 6/10/20 by IF Gather-
ing.  Previous links accessed 8/23/21.  Multiple links are provided incase interview with Jennie Allen of If Gathering is taken down 
from the internet because the following links that were on Jennie Allen’s Facebook page and on her blog August 10, 2021 are now 
not available.  These were the links that previously available about August 1, 2021:  Jennie Allen and Mike Kelsey podcast. Audio.  
Transcript.  WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE WITH MIKE KELSEY.   
8 Woke Compilation of David Platt. “As the Church of Jesus Christ we definitely denounce and repudiate any form of racial ethnic 

hatred as evil and a scheme of the devil.”   The Church Has Gone Woke | Torch White Evangelicals 🔥 | David Platt, Michael Kelsey, 
Voddie Baucham.  “This is a disturbing, disgusting and has no place in the church.”  David Platt’s Co-Pastor Says It’s Difficult for Him 
Not to ‘Torch All White People’.  “This level of racism, whether spoken or indeed, should be intolerable among the Church of Jesus 
Christ. Instead, people like Kelsey are elevated to positions of leadership they are unqualified for.”  “Hateful heart exposed.” David 
Platt’s Co-Pastor Says It’s Difficult for Him Not to “Torch All White People”.    “This is not a matter of bridling the tongue–this is a 
matter of out of the abundance of the heart, the mouth speaks (Luke 6:45). In other words, Mike Kelsey has exposed his racism and 
made it clear that his heart, mind, and soul have not been transformed by the gospel because, in fact, he still carries such a burden 
of hatred within him.” I want to torch white people says "Pastor" at McLean Bible Church run by David Platt - CRT Exposed.  “These 
white evangelicals are no better than witches.  They are white devils.  Obviously, you just torch them.” Rebuking BTWN News Re-
garding "Mike Kelsey".  Kelsey, lead pastor, made a video in which he states he has a desire to burn white Christians.  I am a black 
man.  Kelsey is lost.  He is not a Christian, a brother in Christ.  A true Christian would have shame and keep it something like this se-
cret.  However, he knew this video would be seen and David Platt would be affected by it. Kelsey has no shame.  Kelsey is dangerous 
and must be ejected from the church immediately.  Why is McLean Bible Church Imploding with Wokeness & Division? “wanting to 
torture Christians,” “this is sadistic.”   Woke Pastor Struggles to Resist the Urge - David Platt's Colleague.  “The last person you would 
want as pastor for culture and teaching.”  In the movie, American History X, the main character becomes a White Supremacist be-
cause a black drug addict killed his father, a fire fighter, who was attempting to save him and others in a burning building.  “But Kel-
sey is a stupid man.”  Black officer kills a black person and it is still white people’s fault, so he has this urge to burn alive white evan-
gelicals.  “Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks.”  He has “blood lust.”  He is a hateful, sinful and wicked man.  “Never 
once” has AD (video speaker) met a white Christian who has an urge to kill or burn Christians of any racial group.  Can he be a 
brother in Christ? Doubtful.  Rhetorical excess?  If so, still no justification.  Apostle Paul would disqualify that person as a brother.  
Author of this document response: However, Pastor Kelsey as far as I know has had no personal experience like the white character 
in this movie.  This gives him no justification for these repeated urges of torching since he has had no personal experience like the 
main character in this movie as far as I know.  The main character in the movie I presume is just your average everyday secular per-
son with no strong religious beliefs if any.  BUT it is far-far-far worse in this situation. Kelsey is not just an ordinary average secular 
person and not just an average Christian with no Biblical and Theological education.  He is an educated Christian pastor with years of 
experience of being a pastor and I presume a pastor that has dealt with many different racial and ethnic persons.   In spite or despite 
of his education and experience he still believes there are qualities of morality that are innately attached to white evangelicals.  He 
must believe after all this education and years of experience that there are other commonalities that exist with white evangelicals 
that causes him to hate them at times to such a degree he wants to burn them alive to death. 
9 MCLEAN BIBLE CHURCH D-DAY -6: BLM, MBC pastor Kelsey talking about "torching all white people".  “Such intemperate words, 
must be put on the bench until he bridles his tongue.” 
10 Pastor Mike Kelsey, lead pastor of teaching and culture, MIKE KELSEY Lead Pastor, Preaching & Culture | Montgomery County. 
11 “A lot of people have asked that and unfortunately it feels the same as it has felt, for me personally, since Trayvon Martin was 
killed  (Where Do We Go From Here with Mike Kelsey).”  Martin died 2012.  2020-2012=8  
12  David Platt receives death threat from staff member.  “There is no context that a Christian should say anything close to this, par-
ticularly a pastor.”  “A lot of people have asked that and unfortunately it feels the same as it has felt, for me personally, since 
Trayvon Martin was killed. That was a real turning point for me, and a lot of people will say that. We knew injustice was real, we 
knew racism was real, all these things, but that was a unique thing. Partially because now we have video and social media. So it's a 

 

                                                           

https://youtu.be/gfySjAPpha4
https://julieroys.com/david-platt-megachurch-elders-controversy/
https://julieroys.com/david-platt-megachurch-elders-controversy/
https://youtu.be/rnneFmfzxrc
https://youtu.be/rnneFmfzxrc
https://www.washingtonpost.com/religion/david-platts-dreams-for-mclean-bible-church-sour-as-members-file-lawsuit-over-elder-vote/2021/07/20/a85ae362-e999-11eb-a2ba-3be31d349258_story.html
https://savemcleanbible.wordpress.com/
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mix. I was telling a mentor the other day that I feel like I keep vacillating in between sadness, anger, resignation, and resolve. To be 
totally honest, it's difficult for me sometimes not to just torch all white people, specifically white evangelicals and Christians. What 
keeps me from that is meeting and being in community with so many white brothers and sisters. Jesus never gives us permission to 
hold people in contempt.” Where Do We Go From Here with Mike Kelsey .”  
13 Re: John Piper on Critical Race Theory.  John Piper is teaching that Critical Race Theory (CRT) is embedded in society; therefore, 
racism is in the “fabric of society.” The following teachings by Piper in this endnote are based on CRT.  This racism is in the form of 
white privilege that whites are born with.  This privilege is normative, dominant, and inherently oppressive.  Therefore, racism is 
dominant in USA society and oppressive against nonwhites.  Only nonwhites can educate whites about their privilege and how that 
privilege dominates and oppresses, because whites only take action that benefits them regardless what they consciously think.   
Piper teaches there is structural racism everywhere as the Bible teaches.  Structural racism is in the laws and customs of society.  It is 
a leftover of residual racism.  The recent shooting of black persons by the police is an example of this structural racism.  Piper does 
not consider the circumstances of each police shooting of a black person and without any investigation by experts’ reports before he 
makes his “statements of facts.”  Piper implicitly condemns the police and teaches these shootings are the proof of systemic racism.  
Piper believes this structural racism is a universal problem of the church and the church has to address this “evil.”  Piper finally ends 
his teaching (tirade?) that President Trump flames racism in the country by increasing the anger of the “deplorable.”  Who are the 
“deplorable?”  Same as Hillary Clinton’s definition?  Then the deplorables are white, evangelical, conservative Christians.  Piper views 
these people as unthinking, uneducated, easily manipulated whites, who go to church and have their gun racks in their pickups.  
Piper’s naiveté seems so extreme that it is difficult to really take him seriously. 
14 David Platt’s Church is in Serious Trouble Due to His Ungodly Obsession With ‘Race’.  “This is Critical Race Theory 101 and is not 
grounded in any proper biblical exegesis. It is rooted in the cultural Marxist movement that is designed not to create unity among 
people, but to cause further division and strift.  And the question one must ask is: has it been successful? The short answer is yes. It 
is this kind of reasoning and thinking that leads non-whites to say things like McLean co-pastor, Mike Kelsey said in the wake of the 
George Floyd killing. “It’s difficult for me not to torch all white people.”  Why is it difficult for Kelsey not to “torch all white people?” 
Because, in his mind, the amount of racial hatred toward white people — that has developed from years of Marxist propaganda — 
leads him to believe that all white people are responsible for the actions of each other and that it is some kind of “white ideology” 
that caused George Floyd’s death. Of course, that’s absurd and unbiblical, but that’s what his church has taught him (emphasis 
added).” 
15 A Theologian's Prayer: "Dear God, Please Help Me to Hate White People."   Truly Toxic: Rachel Hollis’s Ego & A Prayer to Hate 
White People.   Brought To You By "Progressive Christianity".  Matt Chandler's Complete Disgust for White People (and More Gospel 
Coalition).  It’s Time to Start Naming & Dividing From Woke Pastors.   The Entire Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) with their state-
ment about the death of George Floyd.  “A statement released by the Southern Baptist Convention on the death of George Floyd, in 
which they insinuate that the incident was racially motivated (apart from citing any supporting evidence), linking it to the “long his-
tory of unequal justice in our country, going back to the grievous Jim Crow and slavery eras.”  Ligon Duncan, the President of Re-
formed Theological Seminary, “George Floyd incident as one of racial motivation, launching into lament over “the staggering amount 
of injustice against African Americans.” And not to be outdone by the SBC, the statement also evoked the supposed connection to 
“slavery, segregation, lynching, and injustice” from the past.”  Bethlehem Baptist Church, pastor Jason Meyer, Sunday sermon: 
Meyer assumed, “that the incident was racially motivated, and not only to tie it into Jim Crow and slavery such that he included the 
killing of George Floyd in the ‘400 years of oppression’ that black people have had to endure, but he went on to insist that teaching 
this mindset needs to be “part of our discipleship” because ‘racism doesn’t go away; It goes underground.’  Note from author to 
reader:  Examples how the past sins of long ago are brought into the present as somehow affecting everyone today but no specific 
examples are given or empirical data offered.  The congregations and students are lead or invited unconsciously and without critical 
thinking to assume that somehow there is racism but it is unseen, not provable and is in the heart of every white person who does 
not know it. 
16 Andy Stanley: "You Have To Offend White People" Or They'll Never Repent Of Racism. 
17 Eric Mason: "Whiteness Has Caused Blindness Of Heart!".  Matt Chandler's Complete Disgust for White People (and More Gospel 
Coalition).  Example of evangelical leaders’ disgust and hatred of white people is Chandler’s sermon several years ago.  Chandler 
states that the scripture about “let the nations be glad or rejoice” is not referring to English white folks.  BUT there no white Chris-
tians stating this is what scripture teaches.  Then he says hymns in white churches are melancholy.  This is “throwing shade” at white 
Christians, that is a subtle sneer or insult and disgust against white Christians.  He states his email inbox was full the day after his 
sermon with white Christians stating the scriptures and Moses and Jesus and the chosen people are white people.  This cannot be 
true.  He lied.  He is a “wicked and evil man.”  His goal is to tell white Christians in his church to believe the BLM (Black Lives Matter) 
political movement.  If you don’t believe in this movement you are a fool. 
18 EXPOSED: Yale Speaker Makes VILE Statements About ALL White People | The Glenn Beck Program.  Yale Speaker Fantasizes 
About “Unloading Revolver” on White People? Will & Amala React.  These Leftists are Calling for the Genocide of White People.  Cre-
dentialed Psychologist of colored at Yale fantasizes about shooting whites in the head and feel good about it.  Whites are demented 
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violent predators.  White Psychoanalyst states there are evil aspects that they are born with and will die with.  These statements by 
her are Nazi type statements of extremism.  The real message is Whiteness is an incurable plague.  Therefore it is obviously implied 
that genocide is necessary as the Nazi’s stated about the Jews.  Her statements are more violent than Adolf Hitler’s in his book, Mein 
Kamp.  She is giving a license for race hatred as good and right.  Washington Post Releases CRINGE Anti-White Video!   White psy-
chologist states the following.  Being white with the bad aspects of being white will always be a lifelong problem of whites.  This “ex-
pert” presents many word salad explanations. 
19 Bank of America has 'disturbing' warning about toddlers in woke program. 
20 Open racism? CNN host says ‘white men are biggest terror threat in US’.  Yale vs. White Males | Ep. 779.  At Yale, a lecturer states 

that is good to physically harm white males because it is a waste of time to talk to whites.  This kind of thinking is the result of CRT. 

21 Larry Elder Debunks Journalist for Claiming 'Whiteness is a Pandemic' | Larry Elder.  THE PLAGUE OF WHITENESS Dinesh D’Souza 
Podcast Ep 109.  The Whiteness Epidemic | Ep. 783.  “In a science journal: Parasitic appetites of whites have perverted and terrible 
appetites that target non-white minorities.”   A call for genocide.  Doctor compares White people to parasites, Tucker Carlson reacts.  
Study Says Whiteness Is a "PARASITIC" Condition? - Will & Amala React.      
22 'Black on Asian' crime is now a symptom of 'white supremacy'.  LOL: Fatphobia is WHITE PEOPLE'S Fault.  Apparently Hurricanes 
and Infrastructure Are... RACIST?.    ANTI-WHITE Racism from Democrat Darling Ilhan Omar .  Whites are bad people and we must 
make sure they lose. 
23 These Leftists are Calling for the Genocide of White People.  500 White People Killed By Cops. Zero Protests. | Ep. 698.   
24 Far left’s LONGTERM plan to demonize white conservatives EXPOSED.   President Biden stated the greatest threat to USA is white 
supremacy.  Democrat leaders in recent decade, state whites are responsible for something bad in the USA.  “Now white suprema-
cists have been equated to all white people, and all white people have been equated to conservatives.” 
25 Shooting Spree Reportedly Targeting Whites Stuns South, Are We Seeing Left's Deadly Obsession with Race Bleed Over Into Real 
Life?  “The left’s flippant demonization of the entire white race has spawned racially motivated “hate crimes” against — you guessed 
it — white people.”  The Brutal Reality of Black on White Crime.   Examples of whites being brutally murdered and raped by blacks 
because they hate whites. New Nation News, Black-on-White Crime.  Listing of black on white crime in which whites are murdered, 
sometimes terribly and raped.  Blacks Committed 73% of Mass Shootings In 2020. Many Cases Remain Unsolved. Where Is the FBI?   
'Kill all white people': Racist serial killer is indicted for killing THREE more hikers in random attacks bringing the total body count to 
six.  Another 'Random' Black-on-White Shooting, This One With 5 Victims.  Black man motivated by racial hatred of whites shot, 
““five white, “military-looking male” victims, the trifecta of liberal hate.”  Jupiter Paulsen 14 year old white girl brutally murdered.  
Man Charged With Stabbing Middle Schooler To Death In ‘Random’ Attack Days After Third Arrest Of Year.  Branchville teen accused 
of killing Cordova man; Shooting victim is hero, protected child, wife says.  White father killed by black youths as they threatened his 
8 year old son.  Video of Black Guy assaulting a white guy who works at Macy’s.   
26 How PAYPAL plans to ‘DISRUPT’ finances of ‘white supremacists’.  PayPal will work with the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) to 
be told by SPLC who is anti-government and/racist.  PayPal has decided it will refuse to be available to those labeled by the SPLC 
with these “negatives.”  Other companies may join PayPal to deny services and products of those labeled as anti-government and 
racist by the SPLC.  Note from the author:  White Supremacy could and likely to be defined as anyone or organization that is con-
servatives, and for sure conservative Christians, more likely white who hold to traditional values, for sure a straight white male. 
27 What Back Lives Matter DOESN’T Want You To Know.  Thomas Sowell stated, “Racism is not dead but on life support,” by politi-
cians and Black Lives Matter organization  (BLM).  Only 6% of persons killed by police were unharmed regardless of race.  Only 2% of 
those killed by police were black and unharmed.  Persons killed by police only 6% were unarmed.  Only  2%  were unharmed and 
black.     86% blacks murdered or died violently was by other blacks.  Of all those killed by police 46% were white and 24% were 
black.  The question is why has there been NO publicly expressed anger by Pastor Kelsey that he has had over the years about the 
vast majority of violent black deaths, 86%, that  are caused by other blacks, who do not discriminate by gender, age and innocence?  
Why has there been NO publicly expressed anger about the open southern border of the USA in which drugs are flooding the poor 
minority and black communities?   Is his knowledge about violence in the USA come only or mainly from the 1619 Project which is 
full of lies, deception and misinformation? 
28 David Platt's Co-pastor Says He's Scared to Run in His White Neighborhood.  There is no rational, statistical justification to have 
this fear in his own neighborhood.  He has this paranoia, literally, because of Critical Race Theory and all the education he has re-
ceived from the university, media, government and Christian churches, schools and well known leaders.  The one conclusion he must 
have from all this education is that all white people are inherently and will always be racist against blacks bad regardless how well 
they know him as neighbors and will take some action that might result in injury or death to him.  
29 David Platt, MBC elders rebuked over lack of transparency, lack of biblical fidelity. Capstone Report July 21, 2021.  “The elevating 
of Mike Kelsey to his current position, Lead Pastor, Preaching & Culture, apart from congregational approval, is a glaring example of 
the devastating results of foregoing the stated bylaws in the MBC Constitution and an inadequate vetting process. The result is an 
individual who has been promoted to a position that he is ill-equipped to assume.  At best, Mike is in need of mentoring to continue 
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his maturation process, and, at worst, requiring of regular rebuke and correction for lack of temperance and aberrant theology, 
which was on full display in the GCJR (The Gospel, the Church, Justice and Racism) class and subsequent sermons. Mike has been 
described, and is perceived by many, as an activist first…and a pastor second. This is a serious problem that must be dealt with by 
the board. It is not a positive reflection on David Platt’s judgment in elevating Mike Kelsey to such a position.”        
30 Ibid: “Additionally, at the congregational meeting on 12/9/20, in response to a question, David strongly disavowed Black Lives 
Matter. Further he made the absolute statement that nobody on MBC staff supports Black Lives Matter. The truth is that in June 
Mike Kelsey, his newly appointed Lead Pastor for Preaching and Culture, posted a picture on Facebook of himself at a BLM rally in 
DC, holding a BLM sign. [Picture was posted on Facebook, but was removed after a couple months]. He (Platt) wrote an article 
equating support for President Trump and support for BLM as equally acceptable for a Christian.” 
31 Ibid: “MBC leadership has required staff members to read, and recommended from the pulpit, a list of secular non-biblical books 
regarding social justice. The list, which includes reading While Black, White Awake, White Fragility, The Color of Compromise…etc. is 
quite one-sided and often spiritually toxic, in spite of the fact that there are other more biblical publications available.” 
32 Ibid: “Thabiti Anyabwile, despite promoting progressive talking points at the expense of Christian truth, dividing the body of Christ 
across racial lines, and promoting the political agenda of Black Liberation Theology, has been used to train the MBC staff and played 
a prominent role within MBC church life.”  
33 TGC’s Thabiti Anyabwile: ‘White Folk Who Reject Systematic Racism and Reparations Can’t Read Their Bibles Right’ “In Burn’s 
view, you are guilty of the sins of your father, and your father’s father, and you’re neighbors great grandfather, father, and the sins 
of some rando’ s great, great, great, great grandfather that you never met before. And not only are you guilty, but you’d better pay 
up and redress those wrongs with the sweet lucre of reparations.”  TGC Author Likens Bill To Remove CRT from Schools to ‘Jim Crow 
Attitudes and Laws’.  “The Gospel Coalition author and pastor Thabiti Anyabwile joined fellow race-baiter Dwight McKissic to con-
demn a recent Texas Senate Bill designed to remove Critical Race Theory (CRT) from the classroom as an “insane” and “gutwrench-
ing” tip-toeing back to the racist “Jim Crow attitudes and laws” of the 1950’s and 1960’s.” If Thabiti Anyabwile is Really Sorry, He’ll 
Change His Name.   “Anyabwile, sounding more and more like a liberation theologian than an orthodox Christian, has spoken of Po-
lice officers as our enemies.  He was included in a panel of other black social justice advocates, most of whom openly reject Christ, as 
co-belligerents in the black social justice agenda. He stuck up for his brother, who violently assaulted a police officer. Thabiti An-
yabwile has promoted Black Lives Matter and other radical, fringe elements in the Black Nationalist Movement.  Anyabwile praised 
the Black Panthers on a day when five police officers were gunned down.”  Thabiti Anyabwile, The Heretic by ED DINGESS, MARCH 
24, 2019.  “Anyabwile indicts an entire ethnic group for their complicity in the assassination of Martin Luther King, writing, ‘My white 
neighbors and Christian brethren can start by at least saying their parents and grandparents and this country are complicit in mur-
dering a man who only preached love and justice.’” 
34 David Platt, Thabiti Anyabwile and Others Join “Christian Response to Racial Injustice” March in D.C. 
35 Woke Compilation of David Platt. 
36 Definition of racism: “1: a belief that race is a fundamental determinant of human traits and capacities and that racial differences 
produce an inherent superiority of a particular race.”  Definition of racism: “a belief or doctrine that inherent differences among the 
various human racial groups determine cultural or individual achievement, usually involving the idea that one's own race is superior 
and has the right to dominate others or that a particular racial group is inferior to the others.” 
37 Voddie Baucham - Racism Without a Racist.   
38 Confronting the Racial Sins of Our Fathers. 
39 Tucker takes aim at military's newest required reading.  A book recommended by chief Admiral of the navy to be read by all in the 
Navy states unequal outcomes are racists.  Capitalism is racists. If you, “claim not to be racist, you are a racist.”  You must admit you 
are a racist or you are an extreme racist.  Finally, it is white people who created A.I.D.s and they are devils. 
40 Real world sins: homosexuality, sexual immorality of kinds, abortion, transgenderism, destruction of the family through divorce 
and the family court, false teachings, anti-God and anti-Gospel ideologies, competing religions, huge numbers of illegitimate chil-
dren, alcoholism, drug addition, obesity, evolution, “scientific” theories against God and His word and gradual loss of freedom and 
the coming persecution.  With all these real life sins that some you can touch and hold one would wonder if the church had time to 
do anything else such a marriages, funerals, preaching, teaching, relationships and programs and events. 
41 Black vs. White Crime Statistics Updated May 2021 - Why White Privilege Isnt The Problem.  Black Criminals, White Victims, and 
White Guilt.  “Of the 509 officers feloniously killed in the past 10 years, 46 percent of the perpetrators were black, despite their rep-
resenting only 13 percent of the population. Do we call this a black war against the police?”  Note also that black-on-white murder is 
more than double the rate of white-on-black murder (409 to 189). Similar results were found for 2012, 2011, 2010 and prior years.  
“Their 40 percent representation among the prison population fairly reflects the proportion of crimes committed by blacks in the 
U.S. This is not evidence of institutional racism, but rather a social pathology evident within the black community. They have been 
committing crimes at the highest rate by far of any racial/ethnic group for decades.” 
42   How To End White Privilege.  Businesses like banks want to make money regardless of the race of the person.  But if a customer 
looks like a typical robber or disrupter causes the owner of the business to be stressed out and take appropriate action, that is not 
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racism against one customer and white privilege for the white customer.  This is common sense.  Apologizing for your white privilege 
is just virtue signaling.  Universities impose this idea of white privilege on students so students believe if they are white they have 
inherent advantage in the university and black students think they are at a disadvantage because they were not born white.  This 
just causes anger in them.   This apology just helps whites to feel good about themselves without really doing anything. 
43 Racism Is Not in America's DNA.  Denzel Washington AGREES With Thomas Sowell.  It is not race but culture that makes the differ-
ence between the different groups.  “How to get rid of racism, stop talking about it.”  Democrat GETS EXPOSED After Accusing Police 
Officer of Pulling Him Over For Driving While Black.  Advice For Black People (from comedian K-von & Friends).  Time stamp: 6:45.  
“No fathers in the home, then the street raises you and the judge becomes your mother and prison your home.” 13:40.  Problem 
starts in the home. 
44 Racism Is No Longer A Major Problem In America | Larry Elder.   Roland Briar, Black Harvard Yale professor, after doing an exten-
sive study of policing in the USA found that the police are not systemically racist.  They are more likely to shoot a white person than 
a black.  This myth is harmful and causes real world damage to the inner city black and minority communities.  There is no racism 
when it comes to elections.  Before Obama became president in in 2009, a Gallup poll showed that he had a lower bar to jump over 
to get votes than his 3 white presidential candidates for the 2008 election did when it came to the genetics of race, gender and age 
and the identity as a Mormon. 
45 Morgan Freeman "RACE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH IT" - Voddie Baucham & John MacArthur Tell it Like It is.  Platt wants 

us to look at the reality of racism by believing there is racism even though the evidence of racism from the past does not exist any-

more.  Platt believes the rioting in Charlottesville about statues of Confederate statues is proof of racism today.  However, Bauchman 

states the races is not a biblical idea.  The only race is the race of Adam with less than a 0.2% difference tween the “races.”  Only real 

biblical distinction is between Jews and gentiles.  MacArthur states that the promoting this kind of ideals and ideology of everything 

racist and all results of life is based on you being black and white as Platt has clearly communicated comes from the ideology and 

philosophy of Critical Race Theory (CRT) and is antigod and anti-creation.  Apologize for being white is a fake sin.  Need to repent 

what is real sin, not imagined sin from some unconscious source.  You cannot repent for other’s present or past sins.  God will only 

punish you for your sins, not some other person’s sins present or past.  Note from author: The teachings from CRT that the white race 

is at fault for victimizing blacks means blacks will have justification to harm whites, the oppressor and burn down his property.  CRT 

teaches the black person’s problems and failures is because he has and is victimized by whites.  Therefore, he has a right to get angry 

and to harm the whites even though there are no racial laws today and no legal, recognized social, economic, political and employment 

limits in USA society today.   
46 Thomas Sowell Debunks Lies About Black Education.  Racism by whites cannot empirically explain this difference.  There are many 
myths that attempt to justify the different educational outcomes is the fault of white racism against blacks.  The greatest myth 
promulgated by the Supreme Court is separate racial schools means black children in black schools cannot do as well as or better 
than white children in white schools.  The greatest and best predictor of a child’s successfully obtaining a good education is the cul-
ture the child comes from, not his race.   Urban Schools: an Education Crime Scene - Detroit, Baltimore, Cleveland, Oakland | Larry 
Elder.  Corruption in inner city schools. Move students onto next grade and given a diploma and not educated. Rewarding teachers 
according to merit not allowed. Racism by whites? Thomas Sowell debunks the myths surrounding the Black American Community.  
Before the 1960s of civil rights and affirmative action blacks did much better than after the 1960s of laws by the federal government.  
1870 Frederick Douglas stated: “Blacks should exercise their brains more than their lungs.”  Political dogma is not educational facts. 
47 The Rise And Fall Of Black American Education - Case Study: Dunbar High School.  One black high school, Dunbar High School, of 4 
high schools in Washington DC in 1899 did better than the other 3 white schools.  In the 1930s, 1940s, 1950s this one school equaled 
or exceeded the national averages of educational proficiency.  There are many counter explanations to culture and family environ-
ment as being the most determinate and best explanation of black students’ performances being worse than other ethnic and racial 
groups.  They have all been proven false with the empirical data available.  Authors note:  The irony is that Blacks received better 
education and did as well as whites or better during a time of much greater racism legally and socially than today when actual real 
racism in law and society does not exist and in which schools for blacks have many times more money than black schools from 1899 
to recent times. 
48 Acting White: Is the American Success Formula Inherently Racist?. 
49In my lifetime, laws and social customs that were racist and limited or harmed black Americans have been eliminated.  Black Amer-
icans have achieved success in all fields of endeavor from entertainment, sports, government, military, business and politics.  There 
has been a gradual increase in fraternizations of the races from colleagues, friendships, neighbors, business partners, in social organ-
izations from churches to neighborhood organizations and interracial marriages.   In addition to my lifetime, I have learned from my 
parents that in the case of my father, who as a career military person, told me events in his life in which he fought against racism 
when he and fellow officers refused to patronize a restaurant because a black officer with them would not be served in this restau-
rant to him knowing the first black Admiral in the Navy.  So I now possess at least a 100 years of life experiences showing that racism 
against blacks has been decreasing during that time.  In addition even at the time of the U.S. Constitution’s beginning as a legal doc-
ument, 1787, already some of the new states had outlawed slavery and the constitution started the long road to the termination of 
slavery by terminating the importation of slaves from Africa.  From the time of the American Civil War when slavery was terminated 
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many of the new states in the union started to give black Americans the political right of voting and terminating other restrictions.  It 
is more than obvious to any observant, objective person that racism has been slowing dying for a long time and the racial divide was 
slowly dissolving.  How Platt can claim otherwise has to be based on him being terribly misinformed even though he has many de-
grees or some kind of thinking that is not logical or based in reality in order to believe racism is present and active and becoming 
greater.  The only other explanation is that Platt is being deceptive. 
50 Thomas Sowell on the Origins of Economic Disparities. 
51 Thomas Sowell on the Origins of Economic Disparities. 
52 Thomas Sowell on the Origins of Economic Disparities.  Favorite statistic.  Total black poverty rate is 22%, Whites 11% but for mar-
ried blacks 7.5%.  Since 1994 the highest poverty rate for married black was never more than 10%. 
53  Gaslighting is Their Love Language (BigEva/Mega Church M.O.) 
54 July 18, 2021 Sermon.  McLean Bible Church 11 AM Sermon, July 18, 2021.  SUPERNATURAL CHURCH, PT. 3: LOVE NEVER ENDS | 1 
CORINTHIANS 13.  Sunday, July 18, 2021. Emphasis added by me.  Part A: “Those of you who were here on Friday night and hard 
time of repenting and praying, Mike stood here and apologized for an unhelpful hurtful phrase he used in an interview a year ago 
that popped up on social media this week and I know he'll explain more at some point.  And I appreciated his humility but I also 
grieved over how he shared that phrase in the context of honestly expressing his own hurts and struggles.  And this social media post 
this week totally ignored that and immediately assumed the worst about Mike.  I know I don't like my words being taken outs of con-
text.  Part B: “I would just encourage us, brothers and sisters, our source for truth cannot be social media or blogs.  That's not where 
we go for truth that's worthy of joy before God.  We have tried to communicate truth amidst so much disinformation with no desire 
no motive to lie before God or before you, yet it sometimes feels futile in days when people are so quick to spread that which is not 
true or question that which is. God help us to take the time not to stop with what we hear from this or that source but to actually 
take the time to seek out what is true.  I think about meetings this week, people who have been willing to take the time to sit around 
a table together ask questions about this or that, and they walk away saying what is all the fuss?” Part B: “Through online attacks 
and videos and blogs and e-mails and other worldly avenues, are we going to love one another as God is telling us to love one an-
other in a way that is totally counter to this world.”  Part C:  “Church, the ways and the tactics of this world are not our ways. Let us 
be finished and done with them and the harm they do to the reputation of church and the hurt they bring to the bride for which he 
died and the way they keep us from doing the work we have been called to do in the world.”   
55 If the elders accept Kelsey statement as just hurtful and unhelpful then the following statements should be accepted as just hurt-
ful and unhelpful.  “Every time I see a Jew speak against Christianity I get so angry I want to shove them all into ovens to be burned 
alive into ash, but since I know so many nice and helpful Jews I will not do it.”  “Every time I learn of a black man raping a white 
woman, I want to castrate all black men, particularly Christian black men.  But since I know so many nice Christian black men, I will 
not do it.”  Every time I see a Latino who can’t speak English or very well having a job I could have or preventing me to have more 
pay because he will take less, I want to hurt, kill and burn alive in big bonfires all these illegal Latinos, but since I know some nice and 
helpful illegal Latinos I won’t do it like the Irish did in the New York riot to Negros in 1863.  What Happened During the New York City 
Draft Riots? The most deadly riot in USA history in which 120 plus black Americans lost their lives. 
56 McLean Bible Church Pastor: ‘I want to torch white people’.    “Bottomline: You can’t trust David Platt to tell you the truth or pick 
men who meet biblical qualifications for pastor. McLean Bible Church needs regime change.” 
57 Elders were warned in a February 17, 2021 letter.  The authors warned, “The elevating of Mike Kelsey to his current position, Lead 
Pastor, Preaching & Culture, apart from congregational approval, is a glaring example of the devastating results of foregoing the 
stated bylaws in the MBC Constitution and an inadequate vetting process. The result is an individual who has been promoted to a 
position that he is ill-equipped to assume.  At best, Mike is in need of mentoring to continue his maturation process, and, at worst, 
requiring of regular rebuke and correction for lack of temperance and aberrant theology, which was on full display in the GCJR class 
and subsequent sermons. Mike has been described, and is perceived by many, as an activist first…and a pastor second. This is a seri-
ous problem that must be dealt with by the board. It is not a positive reflection on David Platt’s judgment in elevating Mike Kelsey to 
such a position.”  Why is McLean Bible Church Imploding with Wokeness & Division? Wanting to torch Christians, “to torture,” “this 
is sadistic.”  Sal Cordova (church member & Apologetics Ministry Leader stated:  When Pastor Mike Kelsey made the public state-
ment about wanting to torch White Evangelicals, the leadership was notified, but instead of confronting Kelsey they promoted him.  
On May 17, 2020, when Kelsey spoke about racism and racial harmony he did not speak about the burning and looting happening in 
the riots at that time, instead he spoke about all the injustices against blacks in the past centuries.  At his Sunday school class, many 
left and later many resigned from being members at MBC. 
58 DO MCLEAN BIBLE CHURCH PASTORS REALLY ESPOUSE CRITICAL RACE THEORY? “Above reproach.” 
59 Jocko Willink speaks out against critical race theory in the classroom.  Florida Board of Education Unanimously Bans Critical Race 
Theory.  Tennessee Proposes Fining Schools $5 Million if They Teach Critical Race Theory.  Iowa Governor Signs Law to BanCritical 
Race Theory in Schools.  Teachers Union Will Defend Members in Critical Race Theory Lawsuits.  Florida governor's plan for civics 
curriculum will not include Critical Race Theory.   Why Critical Race Theory Is the Best Argument for School Choice | Wilkow | Ep 
250.  'Anti-woke' candidates win in landslide Texas school board election.  Teacher speaks out | Five OUTRAGEOUS 'Critical Race 
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Theory' lessons unions want to teach your kids.  Mom told by school district to pay $74 THOUSAND for CRT answers SPEAKS OUT.   
Missouri Schools HIDE Critical Race Theory in Curriculum.  Webster resident speaks against CRT in schools.   Black Father Tears Into 
School Board Over Critical Race Theory.  Teacher calls critical race theory 'dangerous,' says it's creating 'hostility'.   Biden's School 
Reopening Guide Links to RADICAL CRT Handbook | The News & Why It Matters | Ep 825.   Mom Goes Nuclear On School Board 
Over Critical Race Theory.  'The Five' praise parents for going head-to-head with 'woke' school board.  Parents are 'suing their kids' 
schools' over the issue of critical race theory.  Schools are BRAINWASHING Children With Critical Race Theory.  Critical Race Theory 
Push in Schools Is a National Problem | Mike Gonzalez on CBN.   Watch This Father Blast Critical Race Theory.    Vilified professor 
explains ‘FRIGHTENING’ critical race theory effects on kids’ mental health.   Parents are 'suing their kids' schools' over the issue of 
critical race theory. 
60 Virginia teacher: Kids learning 'antithesis' of what MLK believed.  Viral teacher who quit over 'highly politicized agendas' joins 
Tucker.  Loudoun County teacher who quit over board's progressive agenda speaks out.  Virginia School Board Meeting Erupts Dur-
ing Critical Race Theory Conversation.  Loudoun School Board Meeting Erupts.   What REALLY happened at the school board meeting 
that ended in ARREST.   Virginia parents vow to stop critical race theory after school board meeting explodes.  Critical race theory: 
Virginia parents slam school board | NewsNOW from FOX.   PTA official says 'let them die' about parents fighting critical race theory.  
'Outnumbered' reacts to chaotic school board meeting: Parents are fed up.  Christian teacher who quit over 'equity' policies attrib-
utes courage to 'walk with the Lord'.  Defend Tanner and Free Speech. 
61 David Platt’s Church is in Serious Trouble Due to His Ungodly Obsession With ‘Race’.   
62 I obtain my information from the following YouTube play list “Critical Race Theory” particularly videos of Pastor Voddie Bauchman 
in this playlist.  What Is Critical Race Theory?  The Horror of Teaching Critical Race Theory to Kids.   Is Marxism Invading our Schools? 
| Critical Race Theory Explained.  What is Critical Race Theory? Voddie Baucham.  Critical Race Theory Says Everything is Racist - Vod-
die Baucham at Flat Creek Baptist Church. Critical Race Theory, Explained.  Is C.R.T. (Critical Race Theory) Racist? An Introduction.    
Critical Race Theory Crash Course; 4 Core Beliefs.  Students Reject Critical Race Theory After Learning What It's Really About.  For 
more information go to this playlist. Critical Race Theory (CRT). 
63 BLM evil. 
64 IS MBC SECRETLY A SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH?   They Told Me to Do My Research - You Sure About That?.    Was I 
Wrong About McLean Bible and the SBC ? - Lets Take a Look.  MBC loan of $1.9 million from the Federal Government.  Significant 
pay raise for senior staff. 
65 David Platt's Big Lie - Exposed With Evidence.  The Six Lies of David Platt.   
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	iii. I am 72 as I create this document.  Based on what I have observed in my lifetime and what I learned from my parents’ lifetime and the history of the USA; racism has been in constant decline for hundreds of years.   Objectively, racism has been de...

